Hair Ordering Information
Dear Parents and Students,
Hair: Many of the students require a curly ponytail. If you would like a stress free way to do
your dancer’s hair you can purchase a curly ponytail hairpiece at a reasonable price. Sure wish
these were around when my daughters were young!! You simply put your dancer’s hair in a
bun and attach the headpiece and you have a perfect ponytail every time! Check out the
“Dance Plus Facebook Page” to see videos on the proper way to make a bun and attach
hairpieces and how to apply make-up for dance. “All About Dance” in Regina does carry
some hairpieces but their stock is limited. We have also had students purchase from the
following company and understand that they ship quickly and have a good product for the price.
Remember that they are a USA company and their prices are in US dollars and there will be
shipping costs added. Please know that some people have had problems getting their orders
from them in the past, but they are generally a good site.

Their website is… www.cheerleaderhairpieces.biz
We suggest the “Youth Spiral Curls” style for the Junior and older students and the “Spiral
Pigtails” for the Pre-School and Combo students. You may only need one pigtail, but this size
is better for the young students and two for the price of one!
We have a color ring you can use to match your dancer’s hair color. It is at the studio in
Lumsden, feel free to stop by during class hours and take a look if you are ordering.

“Youth Spiral Curls”

“Spiral Pigtails”

“Streaks and Tips”

Please Note: If your dancer has bright colored streaks or hair (Blue, Purple etc.) you will have
to purchase the above temporary stray that comes in natural hair colors and can be sprayed over
the color. This spray will come out once hair is washed. You can purchase at Sally Beauty
Supply.
Thanks for your understanding,

Deanna and Staff

